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Budget Defieres and the Current Aceount 
in the Presenee of Classical Unemployment 

Abs tract 

!bis paper uses an intertemporal disequilibrium model of a monetary 

(l.e. eash-in-advance) economy to explain the effects of fiscal poliey cn the 

cuerene aecount in the presence of flexible exchange tates and short-run real 

wage rigidity that gives rise to classlcal unemployment. !be differing 

erfects oE alternatbe methods oE final1cing government expenditures--by 

rai8111g taxes, borrowing via the issue :)f government securlties, or printing 

money--are considered within a mierotheoretic optimizing framework. Our 

results are strikingly different frorn those of standard sticky wage-price 

rational expectatíons models as well as those of the new intertemporal 

Walrasian-equilibrlum models. For example, we show that reducing gOl1ernment 

spending will, in the presence of classical unemployrnent, \Vorsen the current 

account. This worsening 1s larger the more 'permanent' the policy shift 1s 

perceived to be. 'fuese resul ts are contrary to the usual presumption based on 

the above-mentioned alternatlve models. 

John T. Cuddington 
Jose M. Viñals 
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l. lntroduction 

!bis paper uses an intertemporal disequili brium model wi th a specific 

microtheory of money to explain the effects of fiscal po1icy on the current 

account in the presence of short-run classical unemp10yment and flexible 

exchange rates. 

By way of motivation, it should be noted that most industrial 

countries incurred large budget deficits relative to GNP during the 1970s and 

ear1y 1980s. lt is c1aimed by some analysts that in addition to the di1atory 

effects on economic growth, budget deficits are at 1east partially responsib1e 

for some countries' deteriorating cu~rent account positions fo110wing the two 

OPEe oi1 price shocks. A recent study by the OECD (1983) states the presumed 

~onnection between budget deficits and the current account as fo1lows: 

Firstly, independent budgetary action may be 1imited in its 
effects on domestic output (under managed or f10ating exchange 
rate regimes) since, because of the high integration of OECD 
economies through international trade, such action wil! be 
associated with current balance of payments deficits •••• 
fiscal actlon may then lead to a form of 'exchange rate 
crowding out' where the budget deficit has its counterpart in a 
deficit on the current [accountl balance of payments. (p.40). 

Within the major industrial countries at the present time, there 

seems to be a concerted move towards budgetary restraint. According to the 

lMF, "Announced policy intentions for 1984 imp1y a tightening of .the fiscal 

policy stance oE the central government in al! the major industial countries 

except the United Sté-lt¿S." (p. 27, World Economic Outlook,1984). In light of 

the importance oE external balance considerations, not only for industrial 

countries but also Eor debt-ridden LDCs~ the effect of this change in fiscal 

policy on the current account requires careful investigation~ 
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There 1s, of course, a well-established theoretical presumption-

based on standard Keyneslan models or the Mundell-Fleming model-- that fiscal 

contractíon will improve the current account. In these models, the short-run 

effects of government spending and taxation on aggregate demand are of para

mount importance. (See e.g. Branson and Buiter (1983) and Penati (1983». 

Fiscal contraction decreases national income and/or causes a weakening of the 

domestlc currency in the foreign exchange market. Both of these effects 

contribute to a fa11 in the demand for import goods, while the exchange rate 

depreciation raises exports. Hence, the trade balance improves. 

There is an emerging view, however, that European unemployment has an 

important c1assical component, attributable to excessive real wage growth in 

the 1970s. Ji This is not to deny the,existence of a Keynesian component 

a1so, but it is wide1y believed that the c1assica1 component prevails at the 

margino 11 (The Annual Economic Report 1983-84 oE the Commission of the 

European Communities, for example, supports this view.) 

Unfortunate1y there are relatively few theoretical papers to guide us 

when analyzing the dependence oE current account deficits on fiscal policy in 

the classica1 unemployment case. 1! OE these papers, only Persson (1982) and 

van Wijnbergen (lQS4) are based on a current account specification that ex

plicitly incorporates intertemporal considerat1ons. 

Recent intertemporal models oE the current account (see, e.g .• 

Obstfeld (1980), Sachs (1982), Dornbusch (1983), Svensson and Razin (1983» 

focus on the well-known accounting identity that expresses the current account 

as the difference bet~een domestic saving and domestic investment. They 

emphasize that both saving and investment, and hence the current account, are 

determined fundamentally by intertemporal considerations. In keeping with the 
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view that macroeconomic analyses ought to be based on the optimizing behavior 

by individual agents, these theories develop simple intertemporal general 

equilibrium models co explain current account patterns. Not surprisingly, the 

implications of these models often differ from those based on the standard 

4' atemporal models used in open-economy macroeconomics. -1 

Within the intertemporal framework, non-Walrasian equilibrium models 

have been discussed by Persson (1982), Neary-Stiglitz (1983), van Wijnbergen 

(1984) and Cllddi ngton-Vinals (1984). Perssori (1982) focuses on the effects of 

money-fínanced government spending and payroll tax changes on employment and 

welfare (but not the Cllrrent account). Bis model contains a single (trade-

able) good, and assumes classical unemployrnent prevails in both the short and 

long runs. Persson exploits the Clower cash-in-advance specification of money 

demand in an opeo economy developed in the seminal contribution of Helpman 

(1981)). Van Wijnbergen (1984) has analyzed the eEfeets oE fiscal poliey on 

the current account in an intertempora1 disequi1ibrium framework. His ana1y-

sis focuses on the real side oE the economy and abstracts completely from 

monetary eonsiderations. In addition to van Wijnbergen's analysis of fiscal 

policy on the current account, the recent work of Frenkel and Razin (1984a,b) 

should be mentioned. They apply two-country, intertemporal equilibrium models 

to address the same-¡uestion, but in a full employment, market clearing 

contexto Like van é·'j jnhergen, their models are barter models and hence are 

ineapable of discuS3i~g money-finaneed fiscal defieits. Both van Wijnbergen 

and Frenkel-Razin (l984b) relax the debt-neutrality assumption, which 1s 

emplcyed throughout t':-iis paper, by introducíng a wedge between private and 

publie sector discount rates. 2! 
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Ihe present paper and Cuddington-Vinals (1984) extend the intertem

por-al disequilibrium analysis of fiscal poliey on the current aeeount to a 

monetary eeonomy by employing a cash-in-advance speeification of money 

demando In this context, ir ls possible to discuss monetization of fiscal 

deficits as well as tax or, equivalently (giveo our specifieation, which 

implíes debt neutrality), bond finanee. Furthermore, the presence oE domestic 

and foceign rnonies in the model makes it possible to considec a flexible (oc 

Eixed) exehange cate system; this cannot, oE course, be done in barter models. 

The remainder oE the papee is structured as follows: Section 2 lays 

out, in detail, the rnodel used. Section 3 discusses market equilibrium and 

provides a simple diagrarnmatic characterizatlon oE it. Secti.on 4 explores the 

connection between fiscal palicy and the current account and Rection S 

surnmarizes the maio conelusions by comparing Ollr results to those obtained 

from other models in the ltterature. 

2. Ihe Conceptual Framework 

The model enployed he re ls a perfect foresight, intertemporal 

disequilibriuü1 model oE a monetary economy. Ihe economy has two sectors, 

whleh produce tradeables and nontradeables respectively in each of two periods 

(t '" 1, 2). Ihe country is assurned to be small in the world market, implying 

that tradeables can he bought or sold freely Bt the fixed Eoreign-currency 

price. Adopting the ~rbitrary normalizatíon that this price equals unity, the 

domestic-eurreney p(i~e at time can be taken as equal to the exchange 

rate e t • It is assllmed throughout that the country maintains a flexible 

exehange rate regime. 

In the "short run" represented by period 1, the price oE nontrade

ables PI and the domestic wage rate Wl are fixed. We Eoeus on the case 
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where the resulting disequilibrium is eharacterized by elassieal unemployment, 

l.e., unemployment whose proximate cause is excessive nominal wages relative 

to the prevailing priees oE tradeable and nontradeable goods. The short-run 

wage-priee stiekiness 1s admittedly ~ hoc in our model in that tt is not 

rooted in che underlying optimization proeesses oE the agents in the modelo 

Although wages and the prlee oE nontradables are Eixed in the short run, 

however, they adjust to thei r Walrasian equil i brium levels in the "long run" 

represented by period 2. Furthermore, a11 ·economie agents have perfect 

foresight regarding future príees, P2 and e2' when they make their deelsions 

in period l. jj 

Finaneial considerations are of central importance in our modelo 

Both the government and the private sector are assumed to be able to borrow or 

* lend in a well-.integrated world market at interest rate it when denominated in 

the foreign currency and i when denominated in the domestic currency. Given 

the absence oE uncertainty in our framework, the open interest parity condi-

tion holds, aod domestic and foreign bonds are perfeet substitutes. Hence, in 

order to simpliEy the notation, l.t can be asstnned that a11 borrawing is deno-

minated in terms of foreign currency. 

The econo~v is a monetary economy in the sense that a11 purchases oE 

goods must be ¡¡¡ade CJ.iing money; no direct barter transactions are allowed 

(presumably becausC'lF the prohibitive cost oE achieving the so-ealled "double 

eoincidence of waClCs" involved in barter). Furthennore, all goods must be 

paid for usi~g the currency oE the seller's eountry. ThereEore all nontrad-

ables purehases requí~e tnat purchasers use domestic money. 2! Domestic 

demand for tradables, on the other hand, could give rise to a domestic demana 

for domestic or fc:reign money depending on the suurce oE tradeables supply. 
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(Domestic and foreign tradeables are perfect substitutes.) In addition, 

foreign money must be used in period 2 to repay (with interest) any berrowing 

frem foreigners in period l. 

!bis specification ls, in short, the "S-system" described in the 

cash-in-advance models pepularized in the epen-economy context by Lucas, 

Helpman and Razin among cthers. 1! In thls speciEication financial markets 

apen at the beginning oE the period so thst agents can borrow the appropriate 

levels oE domestic and foreign money balances tc carrj out commodity market 

transactions in the remainder oE the current periodo 1; Also any superfluous 

money balances can be exchanged for interest earning assets st the beginning 

oE the periodo 

After the foregcing financial transactions (roade with the benefit oE 

perfect foresight regarding the upcoming commodity market transactions) are 

complete, production and sale oE commodities occurs. It lS not until the 

beginning of the following perlad that domestic firms dístribute their income 

from production to dornestlc households or pay it to the government in the forro 

oE (lump-sum) taxes. 10/ 

A detailed discussion oE the behavior of firms, households and the 

government follows. 

2.A. !he Producc¡on Sector 

In each of the two perlods, tradeables and nontradeables are produeed 

using l.abor as che cnly variable factor of produetion. By assumption, the 

wage rate aod the price oE nontradeables at t = 1 are both fixed. n,e 

resulting real Froduct wage in the non~radeables sector implies a profit 

ltí ~ax1mizing level cE output that falls short oE the market clearing leve!. 
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!hat is, firms find that domestic demand for nontradeables exceeds the quan

tity that they wish to supply given the high cost of labor: 

As we shall see below, this implies that consumers will face short-run 

quantity constraints ln the nontradeables marketo In period 2, however, wage 

and price flexibility insure that notional supply and demand for nontradeables 

are brought into equality so that consumers no longer face demand constraintso 

At t = 1, tradeables supply Y!I depends positively on the real 

product wage w1/e 1 o Given that the price of nontradeables in period 

1, PI' ls fixed and will be used as a numeraire below, lt ls convenient to 

note that w¡/e¡ = (w 1/P1)/P 1, where P t = et/pt ls the relative price of 

tradeables in terms of nontradeables or the real exchange rateo YT1 can then 

be written as a positive function of PI : 

We suppress the ~¡/Pl argument in both (1) and (2) in what follows to 

simplify the notatlon, as we do not consider changes in the real exogenous 

product wage at t = l. 

In períod 2 where full employment prevalls, the outputs of both 

tradeables and nontradeables depend on the relative pric~ P2 in the usual 

fashion: 

(3) 
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(4) 

2.B. Ihe Household Sector 

The representative consumer is assumed to have an additive time-

separable utility function of the log-linear form: 

(5) u 

where O < ~ < 1 and o is the constant time preference rateo 

Cnt and CTt equal total domestic the consumption of nontradeables and 

tradeables respectively in period t. 

Ihe individual must engage in financial transactions at the beginning 

of the period in order to secure enough domestic and foreign money to buy the 

desired quantities oE nontradeables and tradeables during the periodo As 

mentioned aboye, it is assumed that goods must be paid for using the seller's 

currency. Hence, the eash-in-advance restrietions take the forro: 

(6) C + e eH < M H 
Pt nt t Tt t 

t 1, 2 
(7) 

where M~, M~H are the demands for domest ie ',nd foreign money by domest ie 

households. C~t and C;~ are domestie demands for domestieally-produeed and 

foreign-produced tradeable goods respeetively; they are perfeet substitutes. 

H *H By definition, total domestie demand for tradeables equals CTt = CTt + CTt • 

Provided the equilibriurn interest rate is positive and there ls no uneer-
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tainty, meney will be demanded only for transaction purposes. Individuals 

will not carry idle money balances forward frem ene period to another, 

implying that al1 domestic money outstanding 1s paid to domest1c firms in 

order to purchase domestic output each periodo Thus (6) and (7) wil1 hold 

wlth strict equality; we assume this to be the case throughout our analysis. 

At the beginning oE each perlod Ct:l,2), the representative consumer 

obtains domestic and foreign money from two sources: (1) domestic firms pay 

out al1 after-tax income generated in the previous period, (2) net increases 

in borrowing in the (domestic or foreign) bond markets can be used to acquire 

additional transactions balances. This implies che following financial 

transactions constraint: 

< 1_ 

" i-'t-l 

(8) 

where Bt equals household borrowing which matures one perlod latero Ie is 

assLmled that household debts are zero initially (B O = O) and that a11 debt 1s 

repaid at the end of periad 2 (3 2 = O). Assuming no superflouaus borrowing 

occurs, equation ('3) holds with strlct equality • . 1Y 

Combiaing the cash-in-advance and financial transactions constraints 

in (6) - (8) yields el single, overall budget constraint for the household pro-

vided a11 of the wea~ inequalities hold as strict equalities, as assumed 

a bove: 

(9) w 
o 
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where: QI 

(IO) 

As Appendix I shows, it is possible (fo11owing Helpman (1981) to rewrite (10) 

in terms of íncome net of government spending in periods 1 and 2 (rather than 

disposable income at t = O and t = 1). 

In the classical unemp10yment case, househo1ds face a quantity con-

straint Cnl on their purchases of nontradeables in perlad l. Hence it ls 

convenient to write the effective demand functlons for unrationed goods in 

terros of residual wealth, w = w - PIe 1: o n. 

(11 ) CT1 
(l-a)(l-h5) W 

1+(1-0.) (l+6) el 

.;, 
W 

(12) Cn2 
(l (1+1 ) 

1+(l-o. ) (1 +6 ) -
P2 

* w 
(13) CT2 

(l-o.)(l+i ) 
l+(l-o. ) (1 +6 ) -. e 2 

The household's optimization prablem is discussed in greater detall in 

Ap;:;endix I. It should be emphasized that the form oi these demand equations 

(obtained from the log-linear utility function) are very special. They insure 

that the income and substitution effects of al1 cross-price effects just net 

to zera, except in the case of the rationed good where a change in PI has on1y 

a (negative) income effect, no substitution effect, as long as the e nI 

constraint is binding. Second, they insure that changes in the quantity 

constraint e 1 n .. have only a (i:"tegat ive) income effect and no "cross-quant i ty 
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substitution effect." (Sea Cuddíngton-Johansson-Lofgren (1984, p. 73ff) for a 

detalled discussion of efrective demand function in the general case). These 

complications render virtually all comparative statics results indeterminant, 

as 1s well-known frem the earlier literature en the elasticities appreaeh to 

devaluatíon as well as the new intertemperal optimization models (e.g. 

Svensson and Razin (1983»). 

2.C. The Government Sector 

Te avoid being unduly taxonomic, we assume the government purchases 

only nontradeable goods, financing these purchases by (lump-sum) taxes, debt 

iS5ues, or monEO'! ereatio:!. Furth.ermore, these purchases are assumed to have 

ne direct effect on private demand (implying that they enter the housenol¿ 

utility functien in a separable way, if at a11, and have no effeet on private 

production decisions). 

Governrnent demand is assumed to take priority over private-seetor 

demands In the c1assical unemployment sítuation where, by definitíon, notional 

supply falls short of total prIvate and government demando Other rationing 

rules eould, of ::0'-.:r5e, produce different <::onclusions. ~ priori, the one we 

have chosen seerns ~easonable arrd Is the standard one in the macro 

disequl1ibrium liter~ture. 

Like the ¡Jrl'Jate sector, the government Is bound by the eash-in-

advanee constraint th~~ characterizes our monetary economy: 

(I4) 
'~ 

p g (!!u 
t t 

t 1, :? 

where gt ís government demand for nontradeables and M~ 15 the amount of rnoney 

the government requires to carry out such purehases. Equation (14) holds with 
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equality if the government holds no excess money balances, which would clearly 

be inefficient if the interest rate on nonmonetary assets ls positive. 

At the beginning of period t, the government receives money from 

taxes levied at the end of the previous perlod (Tt - 1). In addition, the 

government has the authority to print ne .. money (R t ) or to engage in net new 

borrclIoli ng in order to obtain the transactions balances required 

to carry out its spending programo !he government's financial transactions 

constraint, therefore, equals: 

(15) "g < T 'X Bg (' ; * ) Bg 
"t t-l + t + e t t - i + • t-l' e t t-l t 1, 2. 

Equation (15) holds with strict equality lE there i5 no superfluous borrow-

ing. In what fo11oos, it ls asaumed that the initíal stock of government 

bonds outstanding la zero '" O) and that al1 government debt ia fully 

repaid at the end oE the second periodo When (14) and (15) hold with strict 

equality (as efficiency requires), the following intertemporal gGvernrnent 

budget constralnt emerges: 

(16) 
P2 g Z 

Pi gl + TZ"í* 

2.D. Forelgn Sector 

Given the asstE1ption of an "S system" described above, fore'ign dernand 

for domestic money 
10 

el') must he at least as great as the value of foreign t . 

spending on dornestically-produced tradeable goods (C~t): 

(17) 1, 2 
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3. Market Equilibrium 

A. Domestic Money Market 

Under the S-system (and assuming posltlve interest rates on nonmone-

tary assets), aggregate demand for domestlc money (by domestic and forelgn 

households and the domestic government) just equals the value of domestlc 

output. This reflects the quantity theory of money with the restrlctive 

unitary velocity of circulatíon that is lnherent in the cash-ln-advance 

speciflcation. Equating domestlc money supply and money demand in each period 

(t = O,l,Z) yields the monetary equi11brium conditions: 

(18) 

(19) 

( ZO) 

Pz 

where the nontradeabl¿s price has been used as the numeraire. Equatlon (18) 

is included to indicate the amount of money that E1rms pay to households at 

the beginning oE ~eriod 1 when our analysls of the economy begins; it 1s just 

a simple initia1ization Eor the modele 

B. Nontradeable Sector 

In the first period where P1 and w1 are assumed to be fixed and 

classlcal unemployrnent prevails, the level oE output in the nontradeable 

sector is supply determined (via (1)). Assuming that the government sector 

gets priorlty in demand over the prívate sector, the rationed level oE 
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nontradeables available for households (denoted by a bar over Cnl ) equals: 

In the second period, Walras1an equilibrium is assumed to prevail. Wages 

adjust to clear the labor market, which can be suppressed here because labor 

supply is exogenous. The real exchange rate Pz adjusts to clear the 

nontradeables market: 

(Z2) 

The explicit form of the household's effectlve demand for CnZ shown in (ZZ), 

depends on residual wealth W (defined above) and reflects the fact that 

households are rationed in the nontradeables market ln the first periodo 

C. The Balance of Trade 

Recall that the domestic econorny is assumed to be smal1 in the world 

market for tradeable goods. Hence, the balance of trade J.!:..! in pertods 1 and 

Z can be found using the standard definit10n: 

(23) BT 1 '" Yn Cn YT1 (Pl) - (1 - a) 
+ Ó [W J -

1 + ( 1 - a)(I + ó) el 

1 + i* 
W 

BT 2 = YT2 - CT2 YTZ(P Z) - (1 - a) [-J-
I + (I-a)(l + ó) e2 

(24) 

where CTI and CT2 are the household's effective demands. lt ls easy to show 

that the sum of the equilibr1um values of the trade balance ln the two periods 

must have a present value of zero: 
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(25) STl + BT2 = O. 
1 + i* 

!bis ls just the economy-wide intertemporal budget constraint. 

D. Salviag the l10del 

The endogenous variables cf the model include 

PI' P2' el' e Z' 1'2 ' Cnl' BT 1 , ana W (arnong others); the exogenous variables 

are: i*, w1 , PI ' g1' g2' MO' Xl' X2, and TI' (T2 must, therefore, be 

endogenously determined so as to satisfy che government's intertemporal budget 

constraint in (16).) Our solutíon strategy involves collapstng the system to 

a simpler cne ~here tne current and future real exchange rates (Pl,P2) are 

the crucial endo,genous variables, This approach facilitates a diagrammatic 

presentarían as well as an intuitive understanding af how the model works. 

FJ.rst, it should be noted that, because '';1 and Pl are fixed, the 

real exchange rate PI (and hence national 1ncome) is recursively determined 

by the money market equilibriLllll condition for period 1 (equation (19». This 

equi.1ibrium level of 0 1 ls indicated by the ~j}j locus in Figure l. Fiscal 

expenditures cannot afrect current income, on1y the severity of rationing 

inflicted on the prívate sector (vla (21», as long as they are not money-

financed. 15/ Increases in 81 that are tax or bond financed have no effect on 

the:1M locus. (Incre8ses in Xl in the money-finance case shift MM upward.) 

!he second step 15 to get an expression for residual wealth W that 

depends on PI and 02 in arder to solve the rest of the modelo Glven the 

specific form of our uti.lity and effective demand functions, this ls a partic-

ularly simple task: substitute the expressions for BT¡ and BT2 fram (23) 

and (24) into the economy-wide budget constraint (25) and salve for W: 
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BTí-

/ 
/ 

Figure 1: THE PERFECT FORESIGHT EQUILIBRlu~ 
UNDER CLASSICAL UNEMPLOYMENT 

O 

t 
M (M g+ Xl) 
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(Z6) 

Intuitively, private wealth rises whenever the current or future real exchange 

rate rises because, in either case, this brings about increased production of 

tradeable goods. !his expression for residual wealth can now be substituted 

into the effective demand functions (11) - (13). !he future-period nontrade-

ables equilibrium in (18) can now be written as a function of two endogenous 

variables (PI' PZ): 

(Z 7) 

Equation (Z7) imp1icit1y defines a perfect foresight function for Pz 

conditional on PI ' which is determined recursively in (19) above: 

where i pZ /3PI < O and i pz /3g Z < O. Intuitively, increases in PI drive up 

residual wea1th (see (Z6) and the accompanying discussion) and hence the 

demand for al1 nonrationed goods. As the demand for nontradeab1es in period 2 

rises, their price must rise (i.e. P2 must fall) in order to restore 

nontradeab1es market equilibrium. !he locus of (PI' P2) combinations that 

satisfies the nontradeables equilibrium condition in period 2 (equation (Z7) 

or (28)) 1s shown as G2GZ in Figure l. 

The lntersection oE MM and G2G2 in Figure 1, oE course, reE1ects 

the equilibrium leve1s oE the current and Euture real exchange rates. Once 
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these key endogenous variables have been determined, all others are recursive-

ly determ!ned from the remaining equations. (Equation (20), for example, 

determines the future prlce Pz because our model exhibits the classical 

dichotomy property in the long run, but not in the short run where 

PI are f!xed). 

W, 
i 

Our primary interest ls in the balance of trade. Substituting 

and 

residual wealth (26) into the expression for the trade balance in (23) yields: 

(29) 

The trade balance depends posi.tillely on the current real exchange rate and 

negatively on the future real exchange rate cetaria paribus. From (28). 

however, we knov; that 02 depends on Pi and !bus, increases in Pi 

lacraase ST I dlrectly as well as indirectly via the negativa eEfect on 02 

as che economy mOlles along the GZG2 locus. 

To complete our geometric representatlon of the model, it i3 useful 

to ioclude iso-trade-balance curves in Fig~re 1, indicatlog (Pl' 02) combi-

natioos that leave the trade balance unchaoged. One such curve, BT 1 = 0, 15 

shown in the Ftgure. r.;¡e also indicate how chaoges in policy variables shíft 

the XM and G2GZ curves io the Figure. It 1s clear Eron! equation (19) 011 

which the MM locus lS based that increases in the money supply in period 

cause the real exchange rate to depreciate, shiEting Ml'1 upwards. Cllrrent-

period governrnent expendi ture gl' on the other hand, has no effect. As 

equation (28) indicates, however, precisely the opposite is true for the G2G Z 

locus. Increases io the futllre money supply X2 have no effect on the GZG2 

locus; anticipated increases in future gOllernment spending cause GZG2 to 
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shift leftward because the future real exchange rate must appreciate ceteris 

paribus to clear the nontradeables market in period 2. 

4. Fiscal palicy and the Currear Account 

The model' s two-period set-up per:ni ts us to compare the effects of 

current but temparary changas in government spending on nontradeables 

(dg l > 0, dg 2 ~ O) and the announcement (today) of futura changes in 

government spending (dg 1 = O, dg 2 > O). !he effects of ~ermanent changas 

(i.e. those initiated today and expected to continua in the future) can then 

be obtained by summÍng the results of temporary and future changes oí' equal 

magnitude (dg1 : dgZ > O). 

!he effects oí' these fiscal shocks are quite striking, in pare 

because of thair inHial lack al" intuitive appeal for thase used to .!!d hoc 

Keynesian unernployment :nadels. For example, it ls shown below that a 

temporary increase In government spending on nontradeables has no effect on 

the current account when it 15 tax financed (or, equivalently, bond financed), 

but it causes the current account to improve when it is money financed. 

Currently-announced i ncreases in future government spending, on the other 

hand, cause the eurrene aecount to improve today regardless of the methad of 

finance. Finally, oerroanent increases in government spending also lead to 

improvements, not deteriorations, in the current account for economias with 

classical unemploym~nt. 

A. Temporary Tax-Flnanced Increases in Government Spendin~ 

Increases in governrnent spending on nontradeables financed by taxa

tion (or, equivalently, debt creation) have no effect on tne real exchange 

rate in period l. The real exchange rate p 1 ls deterroi ned solely by the 

money market equilibrium condition (19), which 1s unaffected by changes in 
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g1' ~ Hence. the MM 10cus in Figure 1 does not shift. 

Glven our particular spectfication. it can be shown that temporary 

tax-financed increases in government spending have no effect on the expected 

future real exchange rate P2 either. !his can be seen mathematically by 

examining the expression for the G2G2 locus in (27). Because gl does not 

affect MM or G2G2' the equilibrium values of PI and P2 remain unchanged. 

Hence, a temporary tax-financed increase in government spending on 

nontradeables has no effect on the current account. J1j 

!he explanation for the foregoing result is the following. Under 

classical unemployment, the current output of nontradeables 1s supply-deter

mined (via (1», and hence is unaffected by changes in gl' Changes in gl 

merely cause dollar for dollar crowding out of private demand for 

nontradeables. Next, one must next ask whether the residual 

wealth (Wo - PlCn1 ) that households have to spend on CT1 , Cn2 and CT2 

after purchasing their rationed quantity of current-perlod nontradeables 1s 

affected by increased government spending, as this could affect the 

equilibritnn values of P2 and the current account. Substituting (16) into 

the household's intertemporal budget constraint in (9) - (10), it can be seen 

that Wo falls by exactly the amount as the increase in government spending. 

!he amount of private spending on the rationed good, however, also falls when 

the government purchases a greater share of the available supply. Substi

tuting (21) into the definition of residual wealth, it can be confi~ed that 

these two factors offset each other so that residual wealth remains 

unchanged. Hence there 1s no shift in the demand for nontradeables in perlod 

2, lmplying that P2 remain unchanged, and no shift In the demand for 

tradeables In perlad 1, so the current account 1s unaffected. 
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B. Temporary Money-Financed Increases in Government Spendi~ 

In the case of a temporary money-financed increase in government 

expenditure, the current exchange rate P 1 must depreciate if the money market 

ls to remain in equilibriurn. To restore rational Expectations equilibrium in 

the nontradeables market in the second perlad as PI rises. the expected 

future real exchange rate P 2 must appreciate. This is reflected by an upward 

ehirt in the MM locus along an unchanged G2G2 curve. Thus, a tiIe in the 

intertemporal profile of relative prices has occurred: the real exchange rate 

depreciates today but ls expected to appreciate in the ruture. From (29) it 

is eaey to see that both oE these prJ.ce movements contri bute to an improvement 

in the current account today. This is also clear rrom the Figure, where the 

new equilibrium at point B líes to the left or the initial iso-trade-balance 

locus BT=O (indicating B! > O). 

To provide sorne intuition for the foregoing result, recall that the 

household's commodity demand functions depend on residual wealth, which in 

curn depends on the current and future levels of tradeables output as shown in 

(26). When the current real exchange rate depreciates and the future rate 

appreciates, the time profile of tradeables output changes. Current output 

rises, while future output falls. From (24) we can see that this time profile 

mirnics the time profile of private disposable income (in equilibrium). The 

consumption smoothing inherent in the permanent incorne theory implies that the 

rise in current income relative to future income wil1 increase saving today. 

Hence, the current account must improve in the short runo 

Our conclusion that a temporary money-financed increase in government 

spending causes the current account to improve ls exact1y the opposite of the 

prediction obtained froro standard models (referenced above). The usual pre-
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sumptiOl1 based on ehese modela that expansionar! fiscal policy wiII worsen tne 

current account ¿oes nat survive in a rigorous, rnicrotheoretfc spee1fication 

of the classical unemployment regime. 

C. Expected Increases in Future Government SEending 

Expected increases in future government spending are also interesting 

in the classical unemployment contexto An inerease in government demanci for 

nontradeables in periad 2, which ls announced in perlad 1, causes the rational 

expectations level oE the future real exchange rate Pz to fall ceteris 

paribus in order to clear the future nontradeables market. That is, the GZG Z 

curve shifts leftward in Figure 1. Money market equilibrium in the first 

perlod (19) 15 not affected by future government spending, so the current 

vaIne of the ::-eal exchange rate remains unchanged; Le. ,the 11M locus cioes not 

shift~ The equilibrating movement in price~, 1.5, thecerore, fall in the 

Enture real e:(,::~r:ange ratE: but no change in 1t5 ·;::;u::-rent value, as the economy 

moves to point e in Figure l. !he expectation ehat tradeable goods will be 

relatively cheaper in the future drives down the expected flJture 'Jutput cf 

t radeables. Because future ou (put oE t radeables (and nenee household' s future 

income) falls while Cllrrent output (ano !.r:come) rernaíns constant, hcuseholds 

reduce current C0r1s14"TIption and increase saving. This reduction i.n prll1ate 

absorprion causes a t:rade surplus today foIlowed by a deficit in the future. 

It {s noteworthy that this implication of out" model, namely that 

~xpected future increases ~ngo-vernrnent spending cause the current account (O 

i.mprove coday, d,oes not depena on the mechad oE finarlee. This Is due to the 

assumptions that: (1) taxes are lurr:p-su", in OUl:' model, and (2) the veloc:ity 

of circulation ls fixed at unlty in che cash-in-advance specification cf money 

demando Consequently. changes in the lnflation tax have no eEEect on household 
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behavior; they are, in effect, lump sum taxes also. Interestingly enough, 

therefore, the Ricardian equivalence (between taxes and bond financing) 

extends to the monetized portion of the debt if the monetization occurs during 

the Walrasian equilibrium period (tsZ in our model) where the classical 

dichotomy holds. 

The foregoing results are summarized in Table l. The last two rows 

in the Table consider the case of a permanent increase in government spending 

(dg1=dgZ>O) under tax and money financing, respectlvely. Since this case 1s a 

simple combination of the two experiments discussed above, it needs little 

addit10nal explanation. It 1s noteworthy, however, that a permanent increase 

in government spending always improves the current account. This 1s true 

regardless of the method of financing. Futhermore, it does not depend on the 

relationship between the rate of time preference and the world interest rate, 

which lead to the ambiguous current account effects derived in the inter

temporal optimization models where continuous full employment is assumed 

(referenced above). 

V. Conclusions and Comparison w1th Alternative Models 

Our model provides a useful benchmark when analyzing the relationship 

between fiscal policy and the current account in economies experiencing 

classical unemployment in the short run, even though wages and prices 

gravitate towards Halrasian equilibrium levels in the long runo It can 

usefully be compared to two alternative types of models: (1) the standard 

open-economy macromodels with rational expectations and wage-price rigidity 

and (2) che new Halrasian intertemporal equilibrium models of the current 

account which assume complete wage-price flexibility. FrOID our results, the 

following interesting comparísons emerge: 
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Table I: EFFF.CIS OF FISCAL POLICl 

dBTI dpl dYn! dYn dYn2 dYT2 

T~rary Increases in 
Goverment Spending 

dgl .. dI'l (~1nanced) O O O o O O O 

dgl = dXl (!lXllleY""'finaoced) + + + + 

Expected Future Increases 
in Govetnlent Spe!'ldi.ng"< 

d~ .. dT2" dX2 + O O O + 

PenIBnent Increases in 
Goverrment Spend:l.ng* 

dgl .. dT1 = dg2 

( tax:-f1nanced) + O O O + 

dgl '" dX¡ .. dg2 

(norey-f1nanced) + + + + 

* ne effects of changes in gz are the sane regardless of whether they are financed by future 
tams (dTZ) or future rooney creation (dXZ)' See text for explanation. 
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l. The predlctlon of recent Walraslan intertemporal equilibrlum models 

(referenced above) ls that an expected future lncrease In government spending 

will lmprove the current account today. This ls true regardless of the method 

of financing. It was shown above that this conclusion continues to hold in 

situations where the economy faces classical unemployment in the short runo 

This represents a significant generalization of the predictlons of these new 

models of the current account. 

2. The Walrasian intertemporal equi1ibrium models predict that temporary 

increases In government spending will cause the current account to 

deteriorate. Under classical unemployment, however, our model shows that a 

temporary increase in spendlng wi11 either leave the current account unchanged 

or will actually improve it depending on whether it ls tax (or equivalently 

debt) financed or money financed. 

3. Macro rational-expectatlons models that incorporate the feature of 

short-run neoclassical unemployment predict a worsening of the current account 

following a permanent increase in government spending when it ls tax or bond 

"financed, and an ambiguous response when 1t ls rnoney financed. The ¡'¡alrasian 

intertemporal equilibrium models, on the other hand, predict an ambiguous 

response, regardless of the method of financing. The predlctions of our 

intertemporal optimizing model with classical unemployment are striking1y 

different. We show that the current account actually improves fo11owing a 

permanent tncrease i~ government spending, regardless oE the method oE 

financing, when the economy ls suEfering from short-run classical umemploy-

mento 

In our view, the framework developed is potentially useful for 

studylng western European countries in the flexible exchange era. Admittedly, 
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however, further work remains to be done before the model 15 rieh enough to 

permit direet empirical testing. In particular, the Ricardian equivalence 

assumption regarding debt versus tax finance of fiscal deficits should be 

relaxed -- either by introducing non-lump-sum taxes or an interest rate dif

ferential between the private and public sectors. The linking of wages to a 

cost of living index, the modelling of investment behavior, and a more general 

specification of the representative consumer's utility function and the 

restrictive cash-in-advance rnoney demand functions would a150 be worthwhile. 

Our current researeh is exploring these extensions. 
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FOOTNOTES 

See, for example, Branson and Rotemberg (1981), Krugman (1982), Sachs 
(1979. 1983) and Gordon (1982) for empirical studies suggesting the 
importance of classical unemployment considerations in Europe in the last 
decade. 

Beginnlng from a situation of classical unemployment, a reduction in the 
real wage wi11 increase employment until the economy moves to elther: (1) 
the Walrasian equilibrium, (2) the border oE the classical unemployment 
snd repressed inflati.on regimes, or (3) ehe border betlo/een the classical 
and Keynesian unemployment regimes. (See Cuddington-Johansson-Lofgren 
(1984, p. 27) for a diagrammatic exposition.) In the latter case, there 
1s infra-marginal Keynesian unemployment in the sense that a wage 
reduction must be accompanied by an increase in aggregate dernand in arder 
te move the economy (whích ini tially has classical unemploymel1t) to the 
full employment (Walrasian) equilibrium. (See the attached figure on the 
following page). 

See, however, Sachs (1980), Cerden (1981), Pitchford (1981), Malinvaud 
(1982), Persson (1982) and van Wijnbergen (1984). 

See Branson and Buitee (1983) for a survey of the ad hoc rattonal 
expectations maceo models of the current aceount wíth fixed or flexible 
wages and prices. 

2! See also Buiter (1984) and Gíovanní (1984), 

ji Because the labor supply decision ls exogenous in our model, it ls 
unnece5sary to forro expectations regarding future wages. 

7/ h'hat is important te not the currency of invoice but the ultimate currency 
in whích the suppliers want to receive payment-.- Furthermore, in what 
fo110ws it ¿oes Dot rnatter whether it ls che buyer or seller that enters 
the forelgn exchange rnaeket in order to meet this demand for a spectEic 
currency required by the seller. 

~ An alternative specification ls the "B-system" where the sellers requlre 
that a11 transacttons be pald for using the buyer's home currency. See 
Helpman and Razin (1981) for a comparison. 

9/ Impliclt1y, labor market transactions are credit transactions, which do 
not require cash-in-advance. 

10/ The careful reader will note here that the length Df one payment cycle in 
the cash-in-advance specification is presumably mueh shorter than the 
length of the perfods defined earlier as the "short run" and the "long 
run" on the basis of whether wage-price flexibility does or does not 
prevai!. It would be more precise, but would leave our conelusions 
unaffected, to a5sume that a large but fixed number of payment cycles 
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occurred in each of the two periods, the short run and the long runo The 
short run would then contain a number of identical fix-price equilibrium 
payment cycles. The long run would contain a number of ldentical 
Walrasian equilibrium payment cycles. 

This is the definition of classical unemployment used by Malinvaud (1977) 
in his taxonomy of disequilibrium regimes. Other papers (e.g. Persson 
(1982) and van Wijnbergen (1984» consider models where the nominal wage 
is fixed but the prices of goods continuously adjust to market clearing 
levels. Thissituation, which has been called Orthodox Keynesian 
Unemployment (because it ls at the boundary between Malinvaud's classical 
and Keynesian unemployment regimes), is not considered in this paper so as 
to avoid being unduly taxonomic. The Keynesian unemployment case is 
presented in Cuddington-Vinals (1984). 

As Persson (1982 fn.8) notes, "The careful reader might wonder why the 
household would work at all in the secónd and last period when there is no 
opportunity of spending the income. This problem is a consequence of the 
simplified two-period structurej lt disappears In an infinite horizon 
framework. " 

JJV rt is worth emphasizing that this specification builds the strong 
implications of Barro-Ricardian equivalence (i.e. debt neutrality) into 
models of the sort considered In this papero See Appendix l fot details. 

1!:.! Because the economy's initial "holdings of foreign assets equal zero, the 
balance of trade and the current account are the same in the first periodo 

l2! A referee notes that thls is reminiscent of the Mundell-Fleming modelo 
The money market alone determines income in that model because, as in 
ours, the current period price of nontradeables (or exportables in the M-F 
model) is fixed. Current income depends uniquely on p¡ in our model, so 
the analogy ls exacto The result is also, it might be noted, a generali
zation of Malinvaud's (1977) finding that fiscal policy has no effect on 
income in a closed-economy, single-sector framework (where endogenous 
exchange rate changes, of course, play no role). 

~ This recursivity holds for the c1assical unemployment case but not in the 
Keynesian unern;Jloyment case, which ismore difficult to characterize. See 
Cuddington-Vinals (1984). 

J1! lt should be not¿d that this result depends on our time-separable log
linear utility function. Using a general specification of two-period 
utility (but ignoring monetary considerations), van Wijnbergen (1984) 
finds that the eEEect of temporary government spending on the current 
account may be either positive or negative. 
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TECHNICAL APPENDICES FOR: Cuddington-Viñals (1984), "Budget Deficits 
and The Current Account in the Presence of Classical Unemployment" 

(Al.l) 

Appendix 1 

Derivation of the Households Intertemporal 
Budget Constraint in Equilibrium 

Substituting (6) and (7) into (8) yields: 

By adding-up present values over time and assuming that the weak inequalities 
hold as strict equalities, we get the household's intertemporal budget 
constraint for our two-period model (t = O,l,Z): 

(Al.Z) 

where: 

(Al. 3) 

The gove~nment's intertemporal budget constraint in (16) can now be used to 
rewrite (A1.3) as: 

(A1.4) 

+ -~-:-), PI Yn1 + el YT1 + Xz - P2 gZ)' 
1 + i 

From (Al.4) it 1s clear that our model will exhibit debt neutrality, i.e. 
Ricardian equivalence between tax and bond finance of government spend1ng. 

Recalling the monetary equilbrium conditions (18)-(20), (Al.4) can be 
rewritten in terms of national income at t= 1 and t= Z (rather thau t= O and 
t= 1): 
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(Al. S) Wo .. (MO + Xl - P1 g 1) + ___ .) M 1+ X 2- P2g 2) 

1 + i 

(P1Yn1 + e1YTl - Pl gl) + ( v + e2 YT2 -
, 

\. P2 'n2 P2g 2) 

* + i 

.. (PI (Ynl - gl) + el 
~ 

YTlJ + .,,( P Z( Yn2 - g2) + e Z 
1 

YT2) • 

+ i 

Thus, household wealth 1s just the present value of national output net of 
government demando 

The household's problem of maximizing utility subject to the cash-in
advance constraints (6) and (7), and the financial constraint (8), therefore, 
reduces to the standard problem of choosing a (C t' CT ) sequence that 
maximizes (5) subject to the intertemporal'budge~ cons~raint found by equattng 
the present value of spending in (Al.2) to wealth in (Al.S). Once the 
equilibrium intertemporal profile of consumption has been obtained, che 
household's demands fer domestíc and foreign monies are determined recursively 
fraID (6) and (7). This recursivety between che real and monetarf aspects ef 
the hausehold's utility maximization problem was first nated by Helpman 
(1981). Compare his final equatlons to our budget constraint when rewrltten 
in "real" terros: 

(Al. 6) 

'" v -" nI 

where 1/ (1 + y) 1s the real interest factor deflned by 
11 (1 + Y ) = P21 ( 1 + i* ) PI' This forrn of the budget constraint 1s not 

used in the text because it introduces another encogenous variable y , which 
would subsequently be eliminated in sobTing the modal in the way described in 
the text. 
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The ~ousehold Optimization Problem: 
The Demand for Goods and Money 

The log-linear, time-separable form of the uti1ity function coupled 

with the cash-in-advance specification of money demand a110ws the solution of 

the household intertemporal optimization problem to proceed in the following 

stages: 

l. In stage one, the household decides how much expenditure it 1s optimal to 

make in each periodo 

2. In stage two, the household optimally allocates the previously selected 

expenditure between tradeables and nontradeables, subject to any quantity 

constralnt it faces in the nontradeables market in the Eirst periodo 

3. The household then decides how much domestic and Eoreign money it 1s 

neeessary to hold to buy the chosen quantities oE tradeables and 

nontradeables at prevailing priees. 

As shown in Appendix I, in equilibrium, the household optimization problem 

reduces to: 

(A2. 1 ) max V 

subject to: 

( A2 .2) 
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where Wo is as defined in expression (10) of the text and the short-run 

quantity constraint in (21): 

(A2.3) 

The Lagrangian is: 

6 18 the Lagrange multiplier corresponding te (A2.2).The quantity 

constraint (A2.3), which 15 always binding in the presence ef classical 

unempleyment, has been embedded in the Lagrangian function. The first order 

condicions can be rearranged te yield: 

(A2. 4) 

(A2. 5) 
- a 

( A2. 6) 

where W is defined as residual wealth. 
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Afte!" substitution we ohtain che following eEfective demand functlons: 

(A2.7) en 

(AZ.8) e 
n2 

1 +. 1"" w!"\ ~ p., el 
( ) [_u_. _. _r1_, .-1 

a 1+ (1 -aJO +0) P2-

(A2. 9) CT2 
Vi 

1 + i* l· O ( , ) 
,1 -a 1 + (1 -a)(l +0) 

In a perfect foresight equilibrium, the household's money demands 

(fo!" domestíc acd foreign monies in each period) are readily obtained by 

substituting the above expressioos (A2.7)-(A2.9) loto (6) and (7) -- with 

striot equalities -- in the texto 
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